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Application Oriented Course in Translation
ATR-01
Programme : BDP
Course Code: ATR-0112011-12
Dear Student
In the Application Oriented Course in Translation which will be a Tutor Marked Assignment (TMA) and will carry 100 marks. It
will be based on blocks 1 to 6.
Aims: This assignment is concerned mainly with assessi,ngwur application and your understanding of the course material. You
are not required to reproduce chunks of information from the course material but to use the skills of critical appreciation that you
may have acquired during the course of study. This assignment aims to teach as well as to assess your performance.
Instructions: Before attempting the questions please read the following instructions carefully..
1.

Read the detailed instructions about the assignments given in the Programme Guide for Elective Courses.

2.

Write your Enrolment Number, Name, Full Address and Date on the top right corner of the first page of your response
sheet(s).

3.

Write the Course Title, Assignment Number and the Name of the Study Centre you are attached to in the centre of the
first page of your response sheet(s).

The top of the first page of your response sheet should look like this:
-

-

-

--

-

ENROLMENT NO:

-

-

...........................

NAME : .........................................
ADDRESS :
COURSE TITLE :
ASSIGNMENT NO:
STUDY CENTRE :

.............................
..........................
...........................

....................................

.............................................
DATE :. .............................
,...........

Use only foolscap size paper for your response and tag all the pages carefully.
Write the relevant question number with each answer.
You should write in your own handwriting.
Submission: The completed assignment should be sent to the Coordinator of the Study Centre
allotted to you by 31" March 2012. (if enrolled in the July session ) and 3othSept, 2012 if
enrolled for the January 2012 session.
Please read the instructions given in your Programme Guide.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Now read the following guidelines carefully before answering questions.
1.
2.

Read the units carefully in order to answer the questions properly. Read also the features that regularly appear in
magazines and periodicals. These will help you in attempting the assignment better.
Keep the purity of your language and readability of your answer in mind if you wish to get a high grade.

Only when you are completely satisfied with your draft answer should you write it out in the answer book you will be sending us.
Note: Renzenther tlre submission of assignment is precondition of permission of appearing in examination. lf you have not
submitted tlie assignment in time you will not be allowed to appear in examination.

ATR-01
ASSIGNMENT 2011-2012
(Based on Blocks 1-6)
Max. Marks: 108
Answer all questions,
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1. 'Translate into Hindi.
m*31v*~

My knees shook uncontrollably, there was no sensation in my body and head was light
like a feather. I felt dizzy and possibly wold have fainted in another few minutes. That
awful figure stared at me, my legs felt heavy like lead and like a mesmerized figure I
stood there helplessly.
Jut at that critical moment I saw some persons with lantern in hand entering the orchard.
The human voices restored my strength and I shouted for help. They rushed towards me
and were surprised to discover me standing in the jungle of wild weeds and plants. "What
are you doing here in the jungle? What's the matter, Babu?"
They watched my face in the light of the lantern and said, "Oh it's you! But you look sick,
your face is pale like a sheet of paper. Did you see something? Bauribagan is not a good
place. People are scared to cross it in the evening."
One of them lifted the lantern but I saw the figure still standing there. He asked, "Why are
your staring at this tree?" Another said, "They've cut out its branches leaving its head
looking like a bush. People mistake it at night for the figure of a man.. .. Now, jou must
leave this place, you look so scared."

2. Translate into English.
m*3im&f+i-q:
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3. Answer the following questions:
3;rrm;irmTm~:
(a) Analyse the role of Decoding and Recoding in Translation.
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(b) Analyse the social and structural forms of language.
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(c) Why is socio-cultural context of language relevant for translating literary text? 20
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4. Write short notes on:
(a) Style and Register
$k%3l'km

(b) Technical tern1
;;'l-F;fh;tm

5. 'Translate first five terms of the following into Hindi and the next five terms into English:
(a) Circular
(b) Speed
(c) Public Works Department
(d) lntrrnational Conference
(e) Recon~inended
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